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● Netflix Docuseries - ‘BABIES: Part 2’, released on Friday, June 19th, with Episode 3 featuring the work of                  
Nathalie Maitre, MD, PhD, co-founder and Chief Science Officer of Thrive Neuromedical (“Thrive”). Footage              
includes Thrive’s smallTalk™ prototype being used in the neonatal intensive care unit.  
 

● smallTalk for NICU:  Thrive will be launching smallTalk for NICU later this year. 
 

● smallTalk for Home: Building on the science and clinical results for smallTalk in the NICU, Thrive is preparing to                   
launch a consumer version of smallTalk for babies at home. 

 
Nathalie Maitre, MD, PhD is the Co-Founder and Chief Science Officer for Thrive Neuromedical. A practicing                
neonatologist with a doctorate in neuroscience, Dr. Maitre runs The Baby Brain Optimization Project at Nationwide                
Children’s Hospital in Columbus, Ohio. In the new Netflix Docuseries - ‘BABIES: Part 2’, episode 3, Dr. Maitre explains                   
the process and potential for clinical impact of a layered multi-sensory intervention for preterm infants in the NICU. The                   
smallTalk product is an integral element for this intervention. 
 
smallTalk for NICU is designed to safely bring the recorded voice of the mother to the NICU baby, as a tool to enrich                       
their sensory environment. The system is composed of an app to record mother’s voice (lullaby, nursery rhyme or story),                   
an egg shaped speaker device that stores the voice, and a sensor equipped pacifier, so that the baby’s “suck” is rewarded                     
with the recorded voice of their mother. In studies, the use of this system creates positive brain changes and improved                    
speech, language and other developmental outcomes by school age.  
 

“My research is in neuroscience of developing infants, with a passion for understanding how we can harness the                  
sensory system to help babies recover from brain injuries they have around the time of birth. I am fortunate to                    
work on developing new technologies like smallTalk that you see on Netflix that help parents optimize their                 
babies' brain and body health,” said Nathalie Maitre, MD, PhD, Co-Founder, Thrive Neuromedical 
 

smallTalk for home is based on additional research from Dr. Maitre and others, demonstrating the powerful brain impact                  
early exposure to foreign language can have for babies. smallTalk for home uses active learning concepts, enabling babies                  
to delightfully and actively engage with foreign languages before they are even 6 months old. This experience is delightful                   
for babies, enhances their language capabilities for life, and creates new connectivity in the brain that unlocks proven                  
neurodevelopment benefits. 
 

“I’ve devoted most of my career to maternal and child health. It’s been very exciting to work with Dr. Maitre to                     
co-found Thrive. Our vision is to use science and technology to positively impact the developing infant brain.                 
Infancy is a window of opportunity for brain development and connectivity, and Thrive is here to support parents                  
and caregivers to maximize the potential of all babies,” said Dean Koch, Co-Founder, Thrive Neuromedical 

Visit www.smalltalk.tech to learn more. 

http://www.smalltalk.tech/

